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Abstract
Large scale tetraoctylammonium-assisted electrochemical transfer of graphene grown on single-crystalline Ir(1 1 1) films by chemical vapour deposition is reported. The transferred samples are characterized in air with optical microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and four point transport measurements, providing the sheet resistance and the Hall carrier concentration. In vacuum we apply low energy electron diffraction and photoelectron spectroscopy that indicate transferred large-scale single orientation graphene. Angular resolved photoemission reveals a Fermi surface and a Dirac point energy which are consistent with charge neutral graphene.
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and size-limited bulk single-crystals [19]. We are able to synthesise single-domain $sp^2$ hybridized films on 150 nm-thick Ir(111)/YSZ/Si(111) 4-inch wafers [20]. After growth the graphene has to be delaminated from the substrate. The electrochemical delamination (known as the bubbling method) [21] performs well for graphene on copper [22, 23], but until recently only limited transfer rates could be achieved for graphene on Ir single-crystals. For exfoliation of graphene grown recently only limited transfer rates could be achieved for graphene on Ir single-crystals. For exfoliation of graphene grown on stepped Ir(332), Rakić et al introduced a further step and first intercalated graphene with Cs in order to enable the subsequent electrochemical delamination of the carbon film [24]. In the present paper the recently introduced two step wet transfer protocol for graphene on iridium of Koefoed et al is applied [25]. After delamination, the material was transferred onto insulating SiO2/Si(001) substrates. On these samples we measured with photoemission Fermi surface maps, which confirm that the transferred material has single-orientation across the whole sample area and which indicate charge neutral graphene.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

The untwinned (111)-oriented, 150 nm-thick, Ir(111)/YSZ/Si(111) substrates were cleaned by repeated Ar$^+$ sputtering ($E_{kin} = 0.8$ keV) and annealing cycles up to 1170 K, followed by an oxygen treatment ($p_{oxygen} = 1 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar; $500 < T < 870$ K) and a final flash annealing up to 1220 K. Single-layer graphene was synthesized by ethylene (C2H4) CVD at $T = 1140$ K in UHV conditions according to a well-established procedure [26] (figure 1(b-I)). Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) shows a sharp moiré pattern around the first-order spots of the substrate with low background intensity, thus confirming long-range order of the film.

2.2. TOA-assisted electrochemical delamination

Following the method developed by Koefoed et al [25], the g/Ir samples were treated with a 0.1 M tetraoctylammonium-bromide (TOABr, figure 1(a))/acetonitrile solution prior to the electrochemical delamination [23, 27] of the graphene films, as shown in figure 1(b-II).

A number of studies [25, 28, 29] show larger transfer yields achieved when using the TOA-assisted method. Tetraalkylammonium compounds are supposed to weaken the van der Waals interactions of $sp^2$ materials with the underlying metal [25, 30], thus facilitating the subsequent delamination step.

In order to promote the migration of TOA$^+$ ions to the g/Ir interface, a bias voltage of $-1.9$ V is first applied between the working electrode and the Ag reference electrode for 10 min. Shorter application times of the negative bias result in an incomplete detachment of the graphene layer (only the edge regions are efficiently transferred, see supplementary figure 1 (stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/29/475001/mmedia)). To prevent reaction of the negatively charged graphene with the polymethylimetacrylate (PMMA) layer [25], the g/Ir electrode is then discharged for 20 s at a potential of $-0.2$ V.

The TOA-treated g/Ir sample is subsequently rinsed with acetonitrile and dried in N2 atmosphere, spin-coated with a 4wt.% PMMA 495 K solution (figure 1(b-III)) and dried overnight in ambient air at room temperature. The electrochemical delamination is performed with the bubbling method [21–23], using a two-electrode setup consisting of the g/Ir sample as a working electrode and a graphite rod as counter electrode immersed in a 1 M KCl aqueous solution (figure 1(b-IV)). The g/Ir electrode is cathodically polarized at about $-5$ V and gradually immersed into the solution. H2 bubbles form at the g/Ir interface due to water reduction $(2H_2O(l) + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2(g) + 2OH^-(aq))$ and induce the detachment of the graphene/PMMA film from the substrate, starting at the edges and subsequently extending to other regions of the film as the electrolyte solution permeates the g/Ir interface. The delaminated g/PMMA film is rinsed for half an hour in a flow of ultrapure water (provided by a Milli-Q Advantage A10 water purification system) and then deposited on a clean $10 \times 10$ mm$^2$ SiO2/Si substrate. The PMMA/g/SiO2 sample is heated overnight at 400 K. Finally, the PMMA is removed via a sequence of acetone/ethanol baths at 370 K and the g/SiO2 sample is annealed in air at 400 K for about 30 min.

2.3. Sample characterization

Optical images were acquired using a Leica DM2500 stereomicroscope.
Raman measurements were performed with a Witec confocal Raman microscope with a 532 nm laser wavelength and a diffraction-limited lateral resolution of 340 nm (the full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the laser spot using a 100× objective (NA = 0.8) is 0.3 μm). Raman maps were collected using a spatial step size of 400 nm, a grating with 600 lines mm⁻¹, laser power of 0.5 mW, and an integration time of 4.5 s per spectrum. The D, G and 2D-bands were fitted with single-peak Voigt functions (resulting from the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile), using a straight line to describe the local background.

Secondary electron microscopy (SEM) images (supplementary figure 6) were acquired using a Zeiss Supra 50 VP field emission scanning electron microscope. Measurements were performed using the infocus detector and primary electron energies between 2 and 2.5 keV.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) were acquired using Mg Kα and He Iα radiation [31]. The total He Iα photoelectron current from the g/SiO₂ sample was 7.6 nA, almost twice as large as the value (3.9 nA) measured for a reference Ag polycrystal under otherwise identical conditions. This translates, with a photon spot size of 3.2 mm² and a quantum efficiency of about 6.5% for Ag [32], into a flux density of 1.2 × 10¹¹ photons/(s mm²).

**3. Results**

**3.1. Microscopy and Raman characterisation**

The optical contrast between graphene and the substrate depends on the SiO₂ layer thickness and on the wavelength of the detection light [33–35]. It arises from the interference between the light reflected at the graphene surface or the bare SiO₂ and at the interface between oxide and silicon [36]. An appropriate choice of the SiO₂ layer thickness and excitation wavelength thus enables to efficiently detect the presence and distribution of graphene. In the present work, SiO₂/Si wafer samples with oxide thicknesses between 74 and 100 nm were used and for 100 nm an optical contrast of 13 ± 1% at 550 nm was measured using a standard green filter (figure 2(b)). A comparison with optical microscopy data for SiO₂-supported multilayer graphene transferred from Cu foil (supplementary figure 2) confirms the absence of multi-layer graphene.

Graphene is most often characterized by two main bands in the Raman spectrum: the G-band (at about 1580 cm⁻¹), which is a first-order in-plane vibrational mode, and the 2D-band (at about 2690 cm⁻¹), a second-order in-plane mode. The Raman shift of this mode is approximately double that of the in-plane breathing mode, D (∼1350 cm⁻¹, depending on the excitation wavelength) [37]. The D-band originates from defect-induced intervalley phonon scattering [38–41], and makes this...
spectroscopy one of the most sensitive techniques to characterize disorder in sp² carbon systems.

A representative Raman spectrum of g/SiO₂/Si is shown in figure 2(c). The three bands yielding the fingerprint of graphene [40] can be clearly identified: the D peak at 1350 cm⁻¹, the G peak at 1600 cm⁻¹, and the 2D peak at 2695 cm⁻¹. The observed blue-shift of the G-band could be ascribed to doping by charge impurities present on the SiO₂/Si substrate [42, 43]. It has been shown that the G mode frequency increases as a function of both electron and hole doping [44, 45]. Ni et al reported a large blue shift of the G-band (up to 15 cm⁻¹) for single layer graphene after SiO₂ deposition on the graphene surface followed by annealing in air and explained the blue shift in terms of compressive stress [46].

The analysis of Raman data enables extracting quantitative information on the sample, such as the number of graphene layers and the local defect density [38, 41]. The shape of the 2D peak (with an average Voigt FWHM of 21 cm⁻¹) confirms the single-layer thickness of the graphene film, since any additional layer would result in a larger broadening of the 2D-band [41, 47]. As explained in earlier works [48, 49], the D:G ratio can be used to estimate the defect density. Although the LEED data of most g/Ir preparations indicate high quality graphene films (an example is shown in figure 3(a)), the Raman spectra of the g/Ir (supplementary figure 3) and the transferred samples exhibit a significantly stronger D-band contribution than typically observed in samples transferred from polycrystalline Cu (see supplementary figure 4). A 40 × 40 μm² Raman map of the D:G intensity ratio is shown in figure 2(d). The presence of gold markers in the middle of the scanned area induces an alteration of the spectra, resulting in a fictitiously low D:G ratio; those points were therefore excluded from the analysis.

3.2. Transport properties of g/SiO₂

In order to gain insight into the macroscopic charge transport properties of the graphene transferred from Ir(111) onto SiO₂, the sheet resistance and the Hall carrier sheet density were determined with the van der Pauw four point probe method [51–53] (see supplementary section 9).

More than a week after transfer the set of four different 2 × 2 mm² samples displayed sheet resistances of 2.9 ± 1.3 kΩ and a Hall carrier concentration of (2 ± 5)×10¹³ cm⁻², where we found n-type as well as p-type conductivity. The best room temperature carrier mobility we found was 400 cm²Vs⁻¹. It is low compared to literature values for suspended graphene [54–56], though in line with the defect-density indicated by Raman spectroscopy.

3.3. Atomic and electronic structure of g/SiO₂

The chemical composition of the transferred graphene samples was investigated by conventional core level photoelectron...
spectroscopy. Prior to the \textit{ex situ} measurements, a mild annealing at 670 K for about 40 min was performed in order to desorb contaminants. The quantitative evaluation of the data allows to estimate the graphene transfer rate from Ir onto SiO\(_2\). In supplementary figure 7 the C 1\textit{s} and Ir 4\textit{d} core level spectra prior to and after transfer are compared. The same XPS analysis was applied to several sample preparations, resulting in consistently high transfer rates between 70 and 95\%.

Insight into the crystallinity of the transferred g/SiO\(_2\) samples was gained with low energy electron diffraction and angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, where Fermi surface (FS) mapping is particularly useful. The LEED pattern of a SiO\(_2\)-supported sample is shown in figure 3(a): The six-fold symmetry with diffraction maxima centered at the graphene reciprocal lattice sites indicates a preferential orientation of the transferred graphene film on the amorphous SiO\(_2\) substrate. Apparently the single-orientation that is obtained during the growth on the single crystalline Ir\((1\ 1\ 1)\) substrates survives the transfer. The LEED pattern of as grown pristine g/Ir is shown for comparison in the inset of figure 3(a). Besides the sharp principal spots, it also displays the moiré superstructure of g/Ir\((1\ 1\ 1)\) \cite{18} that does not survive the transfer.

Figure 3(b) shows the Fermi surface of a g/SiO\(_2\) sample acquired with He II \(\alpha\) (\(h\nu = 40.8\ eV\)) radiation. The maxima centered at six symmetric points \(1.72 \pm 0.02\ \AA^{-1}\) away from normal emission (I' point) coincide with the locations of the K-points of the graphene Brillouin zone where the Dirac cones are expected. This confirms the preserved azimuthal orientation of the electronic band structure of the graphene layer on SiO\(_2\). The quantitative comparison between the LEED pattern and the FS map in figures 3(c) and (d), respectively, demonstrates that the photoemission experiment produces a significantly higher contrast, since photoemission at the Fermi energy selectively probes the \(\pi\)-electrons of graphene at the K-points of the Brillouin zone, while the electrons in the LEED experiment have a scattering path twice as long and are scattered by the potential produced by all electrons. The FS of g/Ir before transfer, in which the six Dirac cone features are sharper, is shown for comparison in the inset of figure 3(b). This indicates that the transfer induces a smearing of the Dirac cones. This could be due to the non-planarity of the SiO\(_2\) substrate, to charge ‘puddles’ \cite{57–59} and/or to inhomogeneous charging by the photon beam. Charging is reflected in a spectral shift and inhomogeneity in a smearing of the Fermi level.

In figure 4(a) the Fermi edge of a g/SiO\(_2\) sample extracted from an azimuthal scan 30° away from the K points is compared with that of an Ag reference sample on a logarithmic scale. Both spectra have been measured at room temperature and under identical analyzer and photon source settings. The smearing of the Fermi level of g/SiO\(_2\) as compared to
Ag is reflected in the lower slope of the high energy wing above the Fermi level. The solid lines are fits to the spectra with Fermi functions multiplied by an exponential function on top of a constant background from which the Fermi level $E_F$ and an effective temperature $T_{\text{eff}}$ are determined. Effective temperatures $T_{\text{eff}}$ of 900 K ($g$/SiO$_2$) and 600 K (Ag) were obtained. They reflect the sample temperature (300 K), the instrumental resolution [60] and the smearing of the Fermi level, which may occur upon charging. The Fermi level of $g$/SiO$_2$ is shifted by 70 meV with respect to that of the reference Ag polycrystal. This indicates that the charging of the $g$/SiO$_2$ sample may not be compensated by the graphene, and an effect on the charge carrier concentration or gating in the graphene film may be expected. In other photoemission work on graphene on SiO$_2$, 300 meV charging was reported [14] though not further explored.

To derive more quantitative information on the band structure of $g$/SiO$_2$ and to compare it with the Hall charge carrier density from the transport measurements, the Dirac points should be determined. This was achieved by measuring azimuthal ARPES scans at a fixed polar angle across the K and K$'$ points as indicated in figure 3(b). In figure 4(b) the momentum distribution curves (MDC’s) for selected photoelectron energies are shown at a polar emission angle of 34° along the azimuthal emission angle. The complete ARPES data set is shown in figure 4(c) after background-subtraction and normalization by a Fermi function $\left(1/(1+\exp{(E - E_F)/(k_B T_{\text{eff}})})\right)$. The Fermi function has been fitted at azimuthal positions without direct transitions (data in figure 4(a)). The ARPES data show the $\pi$-band dispersion between adjacent K points along the arc superimposed to figure 3(b). Despite the smearing of the band structure, we can determine a Dirac energy from these data. The Dirac points lie at the locations where the $\pi$-band waist (i.e. the FWHM of the peaks in the MDC’s) is the narrowest. $E_D$ was found from the plot of the waist width versus energy data. The waist FWHM was determined by fitting two Gaussian functions with a linear background to all azimuthal intensity cuts, and by taking the average FWHM of the two. We note that this determination does not depend on the normalization with the Fermi energy and therefore appears reliable. The $\pi$-band waist versus energy data follow a parabola with a local minimum close to the Fermi level, $E_F - E_D = -2 \pm 90$ meV (see figure 4(d)). This value compares well with the results obtained by Knox et al for free-standing exfoliated monolayer graphene, for which they report $E_F - E_D = 9 \pm 25$ meV [13].

To extract the Fermi velocity $v_F$ a first-nearest neighbor tight binding (TB) function on the azimuthal cut of the measured dispersion in k-space was fitted to the data. The underlying theoretical approach is detailed in the supplementary data [61, 62]. The maxima of the energy distribution curves between K and K$'$ were used, along with the Dirac points, as support points for the TB fit. The fit returns a value of 2.55 $\pm$ 0.10 eV for the transfer integral $\gamma_0$, in good agreement with the literature: Bostwick et al [63], e.g. reported an experimental value of 2.82 eV in their ARPES characterization of single-layer graphene grown on SiC(0001). Our result is also in line with TB simulations performed on single-layer graphene [64] and graphite [65]. Other Raman [66] and infrared spectroscopy [67] studies on bilayer graphene and graphite report values between 2.9 and 3.16 eV.

4. Discussion

The charge carrier density in graphene may be tuned via changes in the dielectric support. For example, in the Helmholtz inversion layer of a liquid drop on a graphene field effect transistor, minimal changes of the electrochemical potential yield a strong change of the gate voltage that has to be applied in order to reach the charge neutrality point [68]. In the present case we observe a 70 meV charging of the $g$/SiO$_2$/Si p-type substrate. The sign of the Fermi level shift is the same as observed in photoemission experiments, where a significant Ohmic resistance induces a shift of the Fermi level, i.e. a net positive charge, which in turn produces an additional potential that the photoelectrons have to overcome. This positive charge must be localized close to the $g$/SiO$_2$ interface, in a region limited by the mean free path of the photoelectrons. The field generated by this charge must impose an up-shift of the Dirac energy, towards $p$-type conductivity of the graphene layer. With a photoelectron current of 7.6 nA, we get a resistance of 9 MΩ and, considering the photon spot size of 3.2 mm$^2$, the average charging of 70 meV translates into a charge density of $5 \times 10^5$ e cm$^{-2}$. The Fermi level shift decreases towards the edges of the illumination spot, and a broadening of the Fermi level (proportional to the charging) can be explained. In addition, the charged $g$/SiO$_2$ interface spot acts like an electrostatic lens on the emitted photoelectrons, thus decreasing the angular resolution of the photoemission data. The photo-induced charging therefore signifies a gating effect that we propose to be exploited in a device to measure ionizing radiation. Of course, for a detector application where the gate resistance is measured all other effects that affect the charge carrier concentration, such as the adsorption of gases [69] have to be considered.

5. Summary

It was shown that large, single-orientation graphene sheets grown on Ir(1 1 1) thin films may be transferred by help of a TOA-assisted wet chemistry method onto SiO$_2$ substrates. The resulting centimeter-sized structures with single-orientation graphene may be applied in devices using transport measurements, as well as for photoemission. The carrier density inferred from photoemission on an annealed sample in ultra high vacuum is, within the error bar, charge neutral, whereas the Dirac energy must be affected by the charging of the SiO$_2$ support that is directly determined from the same data.
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